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ABSTRACT 
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT AND AGGRESSION 
IN HEARING IMPAIRED MALES IN A RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL 
FEBRUARY 1992 
LISA A. KUNTZ, B.S., SAINT JOSEPH COLLEGE 
M.A., SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY 
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS 
Directed by: Professor Ronald H. Fredrickson 
Within the field of deaf education, a commonly 
held belief is that the incidence of acts of aggression 
will decrease as the hearing impaired child’s 
competence in language increases. To examine this 
relationship, a longitudinal study using file reviews 
was conducted with a sample of bilaterally deaf males 
aged 4 to 14 from a residential school. Frequency 
counts of aggression and scores on the Reading subtest 
of the Stanford Achievement Test-Hearing Impaired were 
examined for the school years beginning in 1986, 1987, 
1988 by means of a Time Series Analysis. This analysis 
showed a significant trend in the direction of 
establishing a correlation between lower levels of 
aggression and increases in language competence. 
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The purpose of this study is to investigate the 
commonly held belief that levels of aggression will 
decrease as language competence increases in 
bilaterally hearing impaired children. Clinicians 
report this relationship, but to date the relationship 
has not been systematically studied. The present study 
is an attempt to determine if a correlation between 
increased language competence and decreases in 
aggression does in fact exist in bilaterally deaf 
subjects chosen from a residential school setting. 
Significance of the Study 
In the field of deaf education, language 
instruction is the cornerstone of the curriculum. 
Given this emphasis in programs for deaf students, the 
belief that there is a relationship between language 
competence and levels of aggression warrants attention. 
There is limited research on the possible 
connection between language development and aggressive 
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behavior. Work with unilaterally deaf children does 
give some evidence of a relationship (Stein, 1983; 
Culbertson & Gilbert, 1986; Oyler, 1987) as does work 
with psychiatrically diagnosed children who also 
exhibit language disorders (Cohen, Davine & Meloche- 
Kelly, 1989). Whether these findings are applicable to 
bilaterally deaf children remains to be seen. 
Available information indicates that deaf children 
are nearly twice as likely as their hearing peers to 
experience emotional problems (Seligman & Darling, 
1989). In turn, residential schools serving hearing 
impaired children are facing increasing numbers of 
students who exhibit a variety of atypical behaviors. 
Reasons for this include medical innovations which have 
allowed children who might previously have died to 
survive. Frequently, hearing impairment results in 
these cases of high risk, premature infants. 
According to the Office of Demographics at 
Gallaudet University (1989), only 2% of the general 
population are hearing impaired. This includes all 
persons across the lifespan and with varying degrees of 
hearing loss from mild to severe and profound. Of this 
2%, it is believed that there are approximately 46,178 
2 
children under the age of 21 years with a 91 db loss. 
An exact number has not been determined due to 
inconsistent reporting practices on the part of some 
school programs serving deaf students. This loss means 
that communication through the channels of hearing and 
speech are effectively eliminated. One additional 
statistic is helpful in understanding the context of 
the deaf child. The vast majority, approximately 98%, 
come from hearing families. 
Another factor important in considering the 
relationship between aggression and language competence 
is the cultural context of the deaf child. Around the 
community of deaf persons a separate culture has 
developed. At the center of this culture is American 
Sign Language (ASL) which is an entirely different 
linguistic system bearing little resemblance to spoken 
English. Whereas English is an auditorially, 
temporally based language; ASL is a spatially and 
visually oriented linguistic system (Sacks, 1989). 
With ASL as the standard, there are a number of 
variations of sign language to which a deaf person may 
be exposed. Most often in schools, language 
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instruction for deaf children is via a signed language 
which uses English syntax. 
Deaf culture, in addition to its distinctive 
language, has its own set of rules and norms for 
expected behavior (Padden & Humphries, 1988). In the 
deaf culture it is understood and accepted that a 
certain level of proximity and physical contact is 
necessary to allow for effective interpersonal 
communication (O’Shea & Kuntz, 1990). The same levels 
of physical contact may be seen as rude and 
unacceptable by hearing people. Although not well 
documented in empirical research, it is widely held 
that deaf persons require more direct teaching in order 
to learn a variety of things hearing persons take for 
granted (Frederickson, 1985). Specifically, deaf 
persons may need to be taught to knock on the door 
before entering a room and appropriate ways to gain 
attention. 
What are the potential effects of differences in 
language acquisition on the development of aggression 
in hearing impaired children? For the hearing child 
exposure to language begins with the first moment of 
life. This is the beginning of the development of both 
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expressive and receptive language capacity. With the 
exception of hearing impaired children born into deaf 
families, language exposure is delayed. The effect of 
this delay is varied depending on the degree of hearing 
loss, the cause of deafness and the age at which the 
child is identified as hearing impaired. As 
Fredrickson (1985) points out identification is a 
difficult process and comes, for most children, at 
between 18 and 36 months when they are first expected 
to begin to speak. Parents, before this point, may 
have suspected the loss, but it is unusual for hearing 
impairment to be identified within the first year. 
Research (Kretschmer & Kretschmer, 1982) has shown 
that hearing impaired children, during the period when 
spoken language begins to emerge in their hearing 
peers, are noted to exhibit higher levels of gestural 
attempts at communication. Interestingly, the use of 
gestures is also noted with hearing children, but 
begins to drop out of their behavioral repertoire as 
spoken language emerges. In terms of receptive 
language, the young deaf child is dependent upon the 
imprecise visual perception of environmental cues to 
comprehend the environment. This becomes increasingly 
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problematic with age and leads to higher levels of 
frustration (Meadow, 1980). 
Definition of Terms 
Thus far in this paper the terms deaf and hearing 
impaired have been used interchangeably. Both these 
terms refer to individuals who have difficulty 
communicating effectively through auditory and oral 
channels due to the inability to hear. Within the Deaf 
culture distinctions are made between deaf and hard of 
hearing individuals. (Deaf is capitalized to denote a 
specific group of deaf people who share a language and 
a culture. The word deaf without a capital letter 
refers to the audiological condition of not being able 
to hear.) Both groups are considered to be hearing 
impaired, but the social and cultural implications of 
deaf and hard of hearing are quite striking (Padden & 
Humphries, 1988). Depending on the situation, either 
deaf or hard of hearing persons may be considered of 
higher status in the Deaf community. For example, in 
centers for the Deaf culture persons who are considered 
"deaf, deaf" are afforded greater status and respect. 
These are individuals for whom American Sign Language 
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(ASL) is their first language, they have no useable 
speech and are dependent upon assistive devices such as 
the TTY (TDD-Telecommunications Device for the Deaf), 
door bell lights and Baby Criers. These individuals 
are held in esteem by the Deaf community for their 
knowledge of Deaf culture and folklore (Padden & 
Humphries, 1988). Hard of hearing persons are noted in 
the Deaf community as persons who can speak, use a 
telephone and communicate easily with hearing people 
through the use of hearing aids. When communication 
with the hearing majority is of importance, hard of 
hearing individuals enjoy increased status in the Deaf 
community. 
While these designations are culturally defined, 
they are also determined by the results of audiological 
testing which defines hearing loss in terms of decibels 
and frequencies (Frederickson, 1985; Clark & Watkins, 
1985). Normal hearing for purposes of communication 
through spoken language includes the ability to hear 
sound across the frequencies and as soft as 10 to 
approximately 20 decibels. Speech typically occurs 
between 250 and 8000 hertz (frequency) and between 30 
and 65 decibels. Persons with a mild loss (20 to 40 
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decibels) will have difficulty hearing many of the 
speech sounds. Moderate hearing loss (40 to 75 
decibels) means that an individual will be unable to 
hear many speech sounds without hearing aids. Severe 
to profound hearing loss means that the person will be 
able to hear only very loud environmental sounds such 
as a airplane or a large truck. Even with the 
correction of hearing aids, some children's hearing 
loss still falls within the severe to profound range. 
No speech sounds can be effectively heard at this level 
of hearing loss. 
Summary 
The intent of this research is to attempt to 
investigate the possible connection between the 
development of language and acts of aggression in 
bilaterally deaf children. Given the emphasis placed 
on language development in the education of deaf 
children, it would be worthwhile to know if there is, 
in fact, any correlation between these two areas of 
development in a bilaterally deaf sample. Considering 
the social context of the child, including such things 
as level of hearing loss and hearing status of the 
8 
family, may lead to the identification of factors which 
have the greatest impact on the development of non- 




School personnel at schools for the deaf have been 
faced with increasing numbers of students who exhibit a 
variety of atypical behaviors (Meadow, 1980). As 
previously stated, this may be due to medical advances 
leading to hearing impairment in high risk infants. 
Regardless of the reason for this trend, it has had the 
effect of seeming to increase the incidence of 
aggressive behavior in deaf students. 
Within the field of deaf education, a commonly 
held belief is that the incidence of acts of aggression 
will decrease as the child's competence in language 
increases and visa versa. Given the tremendous 
emphasis placed on language instruction in programs for 
deaf students, the efficacy of this assumption warrants 
attention. 
Psal-CuJtmal Issues. 
In order to understand the possible link between 
the development of language and aggression, 
an understanding of the Deaf culture is important. The 
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impact of hearing impairment can only truly be 
understood in the context of the culture (Padden & 
Humphries, 1988). This section of the paper will 
attempt to outline some of the issues faced by 
individuals within the Deaf culture, as well as 
pointing out key cultural differences which may 
influence language and social development. 
Until recently, public knowledge of and 
information about the Deaf community was scarce at 
best. The use of sign language when observed by 
hearing persons was an oddity causing stares of 
curiosity. Not all hearing impaired persons use a 
signed language. Of the estimated 50% who do (Office 
of Demographics, 1989), the language used varies 
depending upon the age of onset of deafness, the 
hearing status of the individual's family, level and 
type of hearing loss and the education provided. 
Research has shown that English word order is 
often difficult for deaf persons to reproduce. This is 
especially true for individuals for whom ASL and not 
English is the first language learned (Padden & 
Humphries, 1988; Bunde, 1979). ""'Language' in this 
sense, of course, is used to mean English, not sign 
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language. The distinction ignores those who have 
learned sign language as a first human language, and 
who hence are native users of a human language...,,M. 
(Padden & Humphries, 1988, p. 48). 
ASL was initially believed to be the first 
language only for deaf persons born of deaf parents. 
While this is often the case, almost every prelingually 
deaf individual is likely to eventually comprehend this 
form of communication. Prelingually deaf as defined by 
Padden and Humphries (1988) refers to individuals who 
became deaf prior to the acquisition of language. 
Although not formally recognized until recently, 
ASL has gained status as a language in its own right. 
This is significant given that the syntax and semantics 
used by native signers of ASL does not resemble the use 
of signed English. In much the same way that other 
languages are considered a part of the culture, ASL has 
become recognized as the language of the Deaf culture 
(Padden & Humphries, 1988; Sacks, 1989). This 
linguistic difference has tremendous ramifications 
particularly on the prelingually deaf person’s ability 
to communicate easily in written English. 
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One method of teaching, which is often used with 
deaf children, is the Total Communication (TC) method. 
This method pairs spoken English with signed language. 
It has the advantage of using English syntax, which 
facilitates the deaf child's reading and writing of 
English, while simultaneously presenting the 
information in signed form. TC is the instructional 
method used at the school from which the sample under 
study is drawn. 
Deaf culture in addition to its distinctive 
language has its own set of rules and norms for 
expected behavior (Padden & Humphries, 1988). It is 
widely held that deaf persons require more direct 
teaching in order to learn a variety of things hearing 
persons take for granted (Frederickson, 1985). ""What 
'other' kids seemed to pick up by osmosis would have to 
be methodically taught and painstakingly learned by 
Mandy."" (Frederickson, 1985, p. 23) (Mandy is 
Frederickson's deaf daughter.). This is believed to be 
a function of the effect of incidental learning. 
Unlike hearing children, deaf children do not have the 
advantage of learning appropriate ways to act in social 
situations by hearing other people talk about it. 
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Deaf Cultural Issues and Language Development 
From the first moment of life, hearing children 
are exposed to language. This exposure begins the 
process of the development of both receptive and 
expressive language skills in the child. According to 
Kretschmer and Kretschmer (1982) normal hearing 
children go through an orderly progression in the 
development of speech and language skills. 
Between the ages of 3 months and 1 year both 
hearing and deaf infants will begin to vocalize. 
However, the hearing child in interactions with a 
caregiver will receive reinforcement for his vocal 
efforts and due to the ability to hear, reinforcement 
from his own voice. A deaf infant will not receive 
this reinforcement. He can neither hear himself nor 
the responses of the caregiver. 
A study by Oiler and Eilers (1988) comparing 
hearing and deaf infants showed that babbling was 
significantly delayed in deaf infants. This was in 
spite of detection of the hearing loss and 
amplification at between 1 and 13 months of age. The 
implication of this study is that there may be 
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differences in deaf children which are not correctable 
by the use of hearing aids only. 
Most hearing impairment is not detected within 
the first year of life. It is more usual for the loss 
to be identified when the child would developmentally 
be expected to begin to use some intelligible single 
words (Kretschmer & Kretschmer, 1982); between the 
ages of approximately one year and 18 months. The 
progression of the imitation of vowels, last consonant 
sounds and finally initial consonant sounds is often 
delayed in deaf children. The Oiler and Eilers study 
(1988) showed that the deaf children in their sample 
were delayed in reaching the stage of word-like 
babbling. In fact one child had not entered this stage 
at the conclusion of the study. Hearing children in 
this age range and up to approximately 36 months 
vocalize frequently, experimenting with intonation, 
pitch and repetition of sounds. Initially this 
babbling is perseverative in nature followed by 
gradually increasing differentiation and skill in 
producing recognizable words. 
Deaf children during this same time span are noted 
to exhibit a higher level of gestural attempts at 
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communication. In fact it has been noted that all 
children are naturally more receptive to gestures. 
Specifically, work by Goldin-Meadov and Morford (1985) 
has shown that although both deaf and hearing infants 
and toddlers use gestures, deaf infants use them in 
more linguistically complex ways than their hearing 
peers. It seems that as spoken language proficiency 
increases in hearing infants the use of gestures 
decreases. This is not so for deaf infants. 
Regardless of the fact that Gold in-Meadow & Morford’s 
(1985) deaf sample was not exposed to a signed 
language, all infants in the study used increasingly 
more gestures. In fact it was reported that deaf 
children are capable of the meaningful use of a manual 
language as early as ten months of age. This is 
advanced when compared with the development of a spoken 
language system. 
Theoretical constructs of language development 
acknowledge that the development of gestural 
communication skills is part of the developmental 
sequence even in hearing children. This initial 
gestural system becomes increasingly less efficient for 
hearing children with the development of oral 
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competence. For the deaf child, the gestural system 
changes and grows. 
Studies of hearing children of deaf parents have 
shown that the oral and manual systems of communication 
appear to develop independently (Kretschmer & 
Kretschmer, 1982). That is, the hearing children of 
deaf parents are likely to speak later and exhibit a 
number of signed words for which they do not know the 
oral correlates and visa versa. 
Both types of linguistic systems are noted to 
follow the theorized progression from Comprehension to 
Imitation to Production (Kretschmer & Kretschmer, 
1982). In addition, parallels in development do seem 
to exist which would appear to facilitate learning 
across modalities. However, this progression is noted 
to deviate as the syntax, semantics and pragmatics of 
the spoken and signed languages dictate. Thus, the 
cultural disparity and belief by many deaf persons that 
English is in fact their second language (Padden & 
Humphries, 1988). 
Without getting into a detailed language analysis, 
it is important to note the essential differences 
between English and ASL (Sacks, 1989). English is an 
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auditorially, temporally based language with its own 
rules for defining tense and other abstract conceptual 
ideas not readily available to the listener. Speakers 
of English can refer easily to past, present and future 
events with little difficulty once the rules of the 
language are known. ASL or other sign languages, on 
the other hand, are visually, spatially oriented 
languages. Concepts such as time are more difficult to 
define through this system and abstract concepts 
referring to events or times not present in the 
environment are much more difficult. The ability to 
make these references becomes important for the deaf 
child as is he taught to read and write English. As 
previously noted the present study will investigate the 
relationship between language and aggression in a group 
of subjects taught using a TC approach. This approach 
is intended as a way to bridge the gap between these 
distinct linguistic systems. 
It is notable that formalized testing of the 
language of deaf children shows a significant delay in 
the mastery of many English language structures when 
deaf children are compared with hearing children. For 
example a study by Geers, Moog and Schick (1984) has 
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shown that deaf children between the ages of 5 and 8 do 
not show mastery of English language concepts and rules 
which are observed in hearing children 4 years of age. 
A frequent argument against the use of ASL and 
other manual languages is that it isolates the hearing 
impaired individual. This is not so within the Deaf 
culture and does not need to be so within the family 
setting. Particularly for profoundly, prelingually 
deaf individuals for whom use of spoken language and 
audition are usually ineffective, manual systems appear 
most appropriate for facilitating growth in all areas 
of development (Meadow, 1980). However, considering 
the large number of deaf children from hearing families 
the likelihood of an existing fluency in manual 
communication is very slim. In fact, for many parents 
the birth of their deaf child is often their first 
encounter with a deaf person. Differences in the 
hearing status of the deaf child's family need to be 
considered when investigating the possible link between 
language development and the development of aggression. 
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Deaf Cultural Influences and Social Development 
Exactly what are the effects on social development 
of growing up without the ability to hear? Clinical 
interest and experience in this area supports the 
notion that there are differences between deaf and 
hearing children. Research in the last twenty-five 
years has not systematically studied these differences. 
The work which does exist points to some differences in 
social emotional responses depending on the age of 
onset of deafness, family hearing status and method of 
communication chosen (Meadow, 1980; Heimgarter, 1982). 
Research shows that the birth of a handicapped 
child leads to significant adjustments for the family 
(Frederickson, 1985; Seligman & Darling, 1989). Some 
of these adjustments, in parents of deaf children, may 
relate to communication. Compared to mothers of 
hearing children, mothers of deaf infants are less 
responsive, talkative and make less contact with the 
infants in a lab setting (Meadow, Greenberg, Erting & 
Carmichael, 1981). As young children, deaf children 
receive more directives, less positive comments and 
more correction from their mothers than their hearing 
same aged peers. Work with fathers and their deaf 
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children was not found in the literature. Why this 
work is lacking is outside the realm of the present 
study, but mostly likely reflects the general pattern 
in the literature on attachment which has focused 
primarily on the mother-child relationship. However, 
given that higher levels of aggressive activity is 
noted in individuals displaying masculine 
characteristics (Thornton, 1982), future study of 
fathers and their deaf children would seem to be 
indicated. 
The effects of not being able to understand 
parental communication (usually oral) due to deafness 
is hypothesized to be very frustrating for the young 
deaf child. More frequent temper tantrums in young 
deaf children are reported (Meadow, 1980). The 
specifics of how this was measured were not included in 
the publication. 
As the deaf child grows, assuming the family does 
not learn to sign and the child is not an effective 
auditory/oral communicator, feelings of isolation and 
estrangement from the family are reported by Padden & 
Humphries (1988). ""The implication for Deaf people 
who use signed languages is clear: their choice makes 
21 
them lesser humans, unable to achieve their ultimate 
human potential.”” (Padden & Humphries, 1988, p. 59). 
This is based on observation and has not been 
systematically studied. The view that the use of a 
signed language renders the user a "lesser human” 
ignores the richness of signed forms of communication. 
These feelings are particularly marked as the deaf 
child approaches adolescence. Critical information 
about the world and the language necessary to express 
feelings are often lacking, leading to the observation 
that deaf children are less mature compared to hearing 
peers or deaf peers from deaf families. 
The social development of deaf children born to 
deaf parents is more likely to approach what would be 
considered "normal" in the hearing world. In part, 
this can be hypothesized to result from the common 
language base shared by deaf parents with deaf 
children. Socially appropriate behavior can be more 
readily explained at a younger age to the deaf children 
of deaf parents who share ASL or another signed 
language. This observation may mean that the rate of 
aggressive behavior will be less in deaf children of 
deaf families included in the present study. 
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As noted previously, deaf persons are accustomed 
to a greater degree of physical proximity and contact 
in order to facilitate effective communication (O’Shea 
& Kuntz, 1990). In the young deaf child, this contact 
may be aggressive in nature for a longer period of 
time. Specifically, it is not unusual to note higher 
levels of pushing, hitting and grabbing than would be 
noted with a similar population of hearing children. 
In the field of deaf education, the supposition is that 
this behavior will naturally decrease as the child's 
competence in language increases. To date, this 
supposition is supported only by clinical experience. 
The Link 
The link between language competence and 
decreasing levels of aggression has only been alluded 
to in the literature on the development of hearing 
impaired children (Meadow, 1980). To date, this 
clinically documented phenomenon has not been 
systematically studied with deaf persons. However, one 
article on unilaterally deaf children does review 
classroom management in light of research which found 
that children with unilateral hearing losses may 
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"exhibit more behavioral problems in schools" (Bess & 
Tharpe, 1988). Bess and Tharpe's (1988) article is a 
review of the research in this area which cites only 
significant findings without detailed information about 
the studies to which they refer. The original research 
is discussed below. 
Several factors appear to affect the degree of 
difficulty experienced by the unilaterally hearing 
impaired child. Findings indicate that the more severe 
the loss and the earlier the onset, the more likely 
that the child will experience problems in school. In 
addition, five times as many school failures of one 
grade were found in children who had right ear 
impairments (Oyler, 1987). 
Two studies included in the Bess and Tharpe (1988) 
review report more frequent behavioral problems in 
children with unilateral deafness. A study by Stein 
(1983) showed no relationship between educational 
progress and hearing loss, but did find that parents 
rated their children as having frequent behavioral 
problems. Specifically, the Stein (1983) study looked 
at the scores of 19 unilaterally deaf children aged 5.6 
to 11.7 years on the Achenbach Child Behavior Checklist 
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(CBCL) (Achenbach, 1981). Scores were obtained from 
both the parents and teachers of the subjects. 
Parental ratings showed that 8 of the 19 subjects or 
42% of the sample had scores above the cutoff for 
"normal” behavior established by the author. Analysis 
of the sub-scales of the Achenbach indicated that of 
the 8 children identified, 7 had scores in the 
"clinical" range on sub-scales measuring Social 
Withdrawal and Aggressive behaviors. Teacher ratings 
identified only one student in the "clinical" range for 
the same sub-scales. It is of note that correlations 
between teacher and parent ratings were generally low 
with the exception of the ratings for aggressive 
behaviors. The actual correlations are not reported by 
the study. This would appear to reflect an expected 
pattern of different perceptions of children with 
behavior problems across settings. 
Stein (1983) also found a relationship between 
behavioral problems and low scores on language or 
learning problems screening tests. The Myklebust Pupil 
Rating Scale Revised (PRS) (Myklebust, 1981) was 
completed by the teacher of each child. Particular 
attention was paid to the scores obtained for the 
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Auditory Comprehension, Spoken Language and Personal- 
Social sub-scales. Findings of the study state that 7 
of the 19 children received scores on the PRS which 
suggest the presence of interpersonal and social 
problems on the Personal-Social sub-scale. When these 
scores were compared to those of the CBCL, 5 of the 7 
children identified by the PRS were noted by parents or 
teachers to have "excessive behavior problems" (Stein, 
1983). On the basis of low PRS scores, some children 
from this sample received further language screening. 
For 5 of the 6 evaluated, deficits were identified in 
the Processing area. 
The second study (Culbertson & Gilbert, 1986) used 
teacher reports and traditional psychological and 
academic assessment devices to determine that children 
with unilateral hearing loss have more difficulty 
across a variety of behavioral and academic areas. 
Culbertson and Gilbert (1986) compared the performance 
of a matched sample of 25 unilaterally hearing impaired 
and 25 normally hearing children on a behavior rating 
scale developed by Culbertson. Overall results showed 
that the unilaterally hearing impaired children had 
more negative ratings on the scale than the hearing 
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subjects. Specifically, difficulties were noted on the 
sub-scales measuring dependence/independence, attention 
to task, emotional lability, and peer relations/social 
confidence. Within the dependence/independence sub¬ 
scale, the authors note that the unilaterally hearing 
impaired children were more often described as "giving 
up easily" and requiring more frequent praise and 
direction to complete tasks. Daydreaming and easy 
distractibi1ity were noted on the attention to task 
sub-scale. On the emotional lability area of the 
scale, hearing impaired children were seen as 
misbehaving more often to gain attention and appearing 
more frequently anxious or frustrated. In this study, 
the unilaterally hearing impaired children were rated 
as "being aggressive toward peers and not initiating 
interactions with peers". 
From these studies can it be assumed that a 
bilateral hearing loss will result in more serious 
behavioral problems? Of the work reviewed, Culbertson 
& Gilbert (1986) give the most information regarding 
the method they used to evaluate their sample. This 
information will be very useful in determining which 
demographic factors to consider in the present study 
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with bilaterally hearing impaired children. Stein 
(1983) specifically makes an effort to link language 
ability and scores on the CBCL as a measure of 
behavioral problems. The work of Oyler (1987) which 
noted that more children who repeated a grade had right 
ear losses, may have some connection to Stein's (1983) 
finding that some of his sample had processing 
problems. Taken as a whole, the research with 
unilaterally hearing impaired children would seem to 
point to at least similar behavioral problems in a 
bilaterally hearing impaired sample. This has yet to 
be carefully studied. 
The Link ..in other....Eppulatlona. 
Unfortunately for many deaf children, their 
exposure to language does not begin until later than 
their hearing peers (Frederickson, 1985). Unless the 
loss is detected very early, deaf children do not get 
exposure to early language models. Cut off from 
comprehension of spoken language, deaf children are far 
more dependent upon the imprecise reading of non-verbal 
communication cues to understand their environment. 
While the effects of this delay have not been 
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adequately studied in hearing impaired children, study 
with hearing children who exhibit disordered language 
appears to point to the same potential for the 
development of language (Schery, 1985). However, study 
by Schery (1985) indicates that this delayed language 
development does have some relationship to the 
development of social-emotional behavior. It is 
implied that fewer reported behavioral difficulties 
were linked to a better chance of effective language 
remediation. 
Specifically, Schery's (1985) findings state that 
social-emotional factors appear to influence the 
success or failure of attempts to remediate language 
problems in a language delayed, but not hearing 
impaired sample. By means of a parent questionnaire, 
it was determined that the children who were most 
likely to improve their language were those whose 
parents reported fewer "behavioral problems", had more 
positive things to say about their children and who 
used "less physical methods of discipline". The 
specifics of the "behavioral problems" were not 
contained in the article. 
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The Schery (1985) study appears to point to a 
potential link between language development and 
behavioral difficulties in a language disordered 
sample. Schery's (1985) findings would suggest that 
fewer reported behavioral difficulties may be a 
predisposing factor to increased language competence. 
This is the somewhat different than the belief in deaf 
education that aggression will decrease as language 
competence increases. 
A study conducted by Cohen, Davine and Meloche- 
Kelly (1989) also points to a link between language 
disorders and higher levels of behavioral difficulties. 
Specifically, this study looked at 37 children between 
the ages of 5 and 12 who were referred for emotional or 
behavioral problems to a regional mental health center. 
The severity and types of behavioral problems were 
assessed by completion of the Behavior Problem Scale of 
the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL) (Achenbach & 
Edelbrock, 1983) by each subject's parents. Which 
parent, the mother or the father, completed the CBCL 
was not specified by the study. Language functioning 
was also assessed for each subject through standardized 
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testing conducted by a registered speech/language 
pathologist. 
Results of the study indicate that of the sample, 
9 children (24% of the sample) were identified prior to 
referral to the regional mental health center as having 
both language and psychiatric difficulties. The 
remainder of the sample (28 subjects) were referred 
exclusively for psychiatric problems. When language 
functioning was assessed for the 28 subjects referred 
exclusively for behavioral difficulties, 8 subjects 
(28% of the subgroup) were found to have a moderate to 
severe language disorder. The researchers then looked 
at this group of 8 children with previously 
unidentified language disorders. As measured by the 
CBCL, 38% of the 8 children with newly identified 
language disorders were found to have externalizing 
(conduct) behavioral problems. Another 25% of this 
subset of the sample had scores on the CBCL which were 
over 100. A profile yielding a score of 100 is not 
considered reliable. However, this score clearly 
indicated that the parents of 25% of the children 
having newly diagnosed language disorders considered 
their behavior highly problematic. 
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The authors suggest that language disorders in 
this subset of the sample may have been overlooked due 
to the highly disruptive nature of the child's 
behavior. At the same time, Cohen, Davine and Meloche- 
Kelly (1989) point out that the failure to detect 
language difficulties may be a contributing factor to 
the perpetuation of the behavioral difficulties leading 
to the referral of children in the sample. Further the 
authors acknowledge that since treatment of social- 
emotional problems typically involves verbal 
communication, the treatment itself may be an 
additional stressor for the child. Specifically, they 
note that language disorders may prevent the child from 
understanding verbal communication related to their 
disruptive behavior. This would appear to be due not 
only to the emotional content of the message, but to 
the structure of the language itself. 
Critique of the Literature 
As this review indicates, systematic research on 
the language/behavior link in deaf children has not 
been reported in the literature. Existing work on the 
behavior of deaf children exhibits a number of 
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methodological research concerns including small sample 
size, unclear operational definitions and a lack of 
homogeneity in the samples and populations. For 
example, children with varying degrees of hearing loss 
and etiologies are often grouped together for purposes 
of research. 
Another limitation pointed out by Strong (1988) is 
that even where other factors are controlled for, the 
deaf child is exposed to a larger variety of linguistic 
models than the average hearing child. The deaf child 
is called upon to attempt to comprehend individuals who 
use speech, gestures, TC, ASL, writing and varying 
combinations of these methods. 
A weakness of nearly all the studies reviewed is 
found in the description of the sample. Parental 
hearing status, age of onset and etiology should be 
more clearly described if not controlled for, so that 
the results are more readily applicable within deaf 
populations. More specific explanations of "behavioral 
concerns or problems" noted should have been provided. 
Behavioral concerns and problems should be defined in 
operational terms to allow for replication with other 
hearing impaired children. 
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Oyler's (1987) study appears to point to the need 
to consider the results of future work in light of 
which ear has the more severe loss. It was not 
possible to determine from Oyler's report anything more 
than the number of subjects considered. 
Although it is widely held that prelingually, 
severely to profoundly hearing impaired individuals 
will not be effective oral/auditory communicators, 
clinical experience has shown the author that this is 
not always the case. Some deaf individuals are able to 
make excellent use of their residual hearing and as a 
result have little difficulty with auditory/oral 
communication. The reasons for this difference are 
unclear, but may be related to a number of factors 
including the age at detection of the hearing loss, age 
of amplification and extent of speech training. 
Lacking in the literature is systematic study of 
adolescents and adults with severe to profound losses 
who have more fully developed auditory/oral skills. 
Such work may prove helpful in defining the personal 
and environmental characteristics which may enhance 
language and social development in prelingually 
deafened persons. 
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The assessment devices used to determine 
behavioral problems in deaf children may not be 
culturally sensitive. Even in books on the topic of 
social development in deaf children, the literature 
does not describe how deviance was defined. It is 
simply reported for example that ,M,the impulsivity of 
the deaf child is closely connected with his lack of 
adequate communicative modalities to express his needs 
and f eel ings . . .,,M (Meadow, 1980, p. 125-126 ) 
Although not considered in the present study, 
direct study of the gestural systems which are 
precursors to oral communication in hearing children is 
of interest. This work would help to further 
legitimize the use of manual communication systems. 
Along with this, study of the differences between the 
gestures of deaf and hearing young children may give 
clues to the development of the social concepts of 
personal space and proximity in the Deaf culture. 
Another area of research outside the scope of the 
present study, but potentially important in 
understanding the language aggression link, is the 
development of ASL skills in deaf members of deaf 
families. This has recently become the object of 
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study. As yet unpublished, this work will give 
valuable information as to the "normal" rate and 
progression of mastery of linguistic concepts in the 
Deaf culture. 
Due to the fact that the majority of deaf children 
are born into hearing families, oral only methods of 
education are sometimes tried with prelingually 
deafened individuals. For some older deaf children the 
oral only approach has proven unsuccessful and these 
children lack a formal language system. Less mature 
behavior could be hypothesized in this population if 
there is, in fact, a link between the development of 
language and the suppression of aggression. Factors, 
such as the intelligence level and educational 
experiences of older deaf children, who lack a formal 
language system, would need to be considered in 
studying this population. 
One of the problems inherent in research on deaf 
individuals is the small size of the population itself 
and its diversity. Spanish speaking and learning 
disabled hearing impaired children appear to be served 
more frequently by centralized schools for the deaf. 
English speaking and children with less severe hearing 
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impairments are more likely to be educated within 
mainstream schools. For example, children from Spanish 
speaking backgrounds make up approximately 42% of the 
population at the school from which the sample for the 
present study is drawn. While the reasons for this 
trend are not entirely clear, the author's experience 
points to some differences in parental perceptions of 
hearing impairment and education. In addition, due to 
the communication difficulties caused by hearing 
impairment, education within centralized schools for 
the deaf, allows for contact with a peer group which is 
often unavailable in the child's local school. 
Children with additional handicapping conditions, 
including learning disabilities, make up nearly 50% of 
the school's population from which the sample for the 
present study is taken. Students identified as having 
additional handicapping conditions will be included in 
the present study. 
Of additional concern in the literature under 
review, is the lack of information regarding the effect 
gender differences may have had on the obtained 
results. It is possible that mothers may judge their 
child's behavior as more aggressive than fathers. 
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particularly if the child is male. When parents were 
noted as scorers of behavior checklists, the studies 
under review did not specify the gender of the parent 
participating in the study. The gender of the 
researcher may also have effected the interpretation of 
the obtained results. 
Work with unilaterally deaf and language 
disordered children appears to provide some support for 
the notion that there is a link between the development 
of language and social behavior. Despite the 
methodological problems found in this work it is, at 
least, a beginning in looking at the complex factors 




The purpose o£ this study was to investigate the 
possibility that a connection exists between the 
development o£ language and aggression in a bilaterally 
hearing impaired population in a residential school. A 
commonly held belief in the field of deaf education is 
that aggression decreases as competence in language 
increases. However, there has been limited research on 
the connection between aggression and language 
competence in a bilaterally deaf population. Work with 
unilaterally deaf children (Stein, 1983; Culbertson & 
Gilbert, 1986; Oyler, 1987) does point to some evidence 
of a connection. 
Hypotheses 
Null Hypothesis # 1: There is no correlation 
between increases in language competence and decreases 
in aggression over time in hearing impaired males in a 
residential school. 
Alternate Hypothesis # 1: There is a correlation 
between increases in language competence and decreases 
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in aggression over time in hearing impaired males in a 
residential school. 
Null Hypothesis # 2: There is no correlation 
between higher levels of aggression as measured by a 
frequency count and the hearing status of the student’s 
family. 
Alternative Hypothesis # 2: There is a 
correlation between higher levels of aggression as 
measured by a frequency count and the hearing status of 
the student’s family. 
Subjects 
The sample for this longitudinal study was all 
male students between the ages of 4 and 14 at the 
American School for the Deaf in the school years 
beginning 1986, 1987 and 1988. In total, 33 students 
were included for the study. This was all the students 
meeting the 4 to 14 age group for the years noted. 
A residential school population was chosen due to the 
availability of a larger N in this type of setting than 
in mainstreamed schools. The school years beginning in 
1986, 1987 and 1988 were chosen due to consistency in 
data collection known by the researcher to exist for 
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this time period, across both the variables of 
aggression and language. Males were chosen due to the 
literature which points to higher levels of aggressive 
activity in individuals who exhibit masculine traits 
(Thornton, 1982). No subjects in this age group were 
eliminated. Of the sample, 20 were White (61%), 9 were 
Hispanic (27%), 2 were Black (6%) and 2 were listed as 
Other (6%) in terms of race. Other races noted were 
Oriental and Portuguese. These classifications of the 
population are recorded in Figure 1. 
All members of the study were hearing impaired 
with hearing losses ranging from 50-110 decibels in the 
better ear. Seventeen students had identical losses in 
both ears. It is of note that 8 students had more 
severe losses in the right ear than the left. The same 
was true for hearing losses more severe in the left ear 
than the right. Hearing losses recorded are pure tone, 
unaided results and all 33 subjects meet the 
audiological requirements for enrollment in the 
residential school for the deaf. Results of 









































Race of Subjects 
*0ther refers to two subjects who were listed by 
parents as Oriental and Portuguese in response to race 
on admissions data. 
N = 33 
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Table 1 
Hearing Loss of Subjects 
Hearing Loss Number 
Better Ear of Subjects Percent 
50-60db 2 6% 
61-70db 6 18% 
71-80db 12 37% 




Of the sample 17 (52%) had identical hearing losses in 
both ears. 24% (8 subjects) had hearing losses which 
were worse in the left ear than the right. The same 
number of subjects (8) or 24% had hearing losses which 
were worse in the right ear than the left. 
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The residential school for the deaf from which the 
sample for this study was drawn is a state accredited, 
private school. It provides comprehensive educational 
services to deaf children from 2 years 8 months of age 
to twenty-two years of age. All students at the 
American School for the Deaf are considered Special 
Education students whose primary handicapping condition 
is hearing impairment. Within the American School, 
depending upon their needs, students participate in one 
of three different programs. One program is a 
traditional academic program designated as the Regular 
educational program. 
A second program, the Multiply Handicapped Hearing 
Impaired (MHHI) program serves the special needs of 
hearing impaired students who exhibit physical, 
learning, cognitive or behavioral handicaps not due to 
their hearing impairment. MHHI students are programmed 
for with smaller staff:student ratios by staff 
specially trained to deal with their additional 
handicapping conditions. 
Students within the Positive Attitudes Concerning 
Education and Socialization (PACES) program have 
behavioral or emotional problems which significantly 
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interfere with their ability to benefit from education. 
PACES classrooms have even smaller ratios than those 
found in the MHHI program and staff are specially 
trained in the use of sophisticated behavior management 
techniques. 
A component of this school's comprehensive program 
is support services ranging from audiological 
management and speech and language services to 
counseling, psychological and behavioral services. 
For the 33 subjects, the School Program which they 
attended is recorded in Figure 2. This shows that 19 
students, a majority of the sample, attended the MHHI 
program. Eleven students attended the Regular academic 
program. A minority, 3 students, attended the PACES 
program. It is of note that one of the three PACES 
students was in attendance in the MHHI program during 
the first year of the study. 
For purposes of this study, information was 
gathered from the Gallaudet Office of Demographics 
forms regarding Additional Handicapping Conditions. 
This data indicates that of the 33 subjects, 23 or 70% 
have additional handicaps, which are likely to 
influence their education. These handicaps include 
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Learning Disabilities, Developmental Delays, Emotional/ 
Behavioral Disorders and physical handicaps. No 
subjects were noted to be persons with Mental 
Retardation. Additional Handicapping Conditions noted 
for the sample are reported in Table 2. Ten subjects 
are reported to have Learning Disabilities, 7 
demonstrated Developmental Delays and 5 
Emotional/Behavioral Disorders. It is of note that one 
student was reported to have Cerebral Palsy. In 
addition, two students of the five with 
Emotional/Behavioral Disorders also have a documented 
Learning Disability. One subject with a Developmental 
Delay is also visually and physically handicapped, and 
a second subject in the Developmental Delay category is 
physically handicapped. 
In 9 (or 27%) of the cases under study, the 
etiology of the hearing loss is noted to be hereditary. 
Illness ranks first in causes of deafness. Of these, 7 
students had meningitis, 4 had rubella, 1 had ear 
infections, and 1 had Cytomegalovirus (CMV). Unknown 
etiology was reported for 30% or 10 of the sample. One 




















Regular MHHI PACES 
33% 58% 9% 
Figure 2 
Percentage of Subjects by School Program 
Regular = 11 
Multiply Handicapped Hearing Impaired (MHHI) 
= 19 


















Percentage and Number of Subjects with 
Additional Handicapping Conditions 
Additional Number 
Handicaps of Subjects Percent* 
None 10 30% 
Mental Retardation 0 0 
Learning Disabilities 10 30% 




Other 1 3% 
Total 33 
The one subject in the Other category is reported in 
the file to have Cerebral Palsy. Two of the 5 subjects 
with Emotional/Behavioral Disorders also have 
documented Learning Disabilities. Of the subjects with 
Developmental Delays one subject is noted to be 
physically and visually handicapped and a second is 
noted to be physically handicapped. 
*Does not equal 100 because of rounding error. 
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damage and listed under Other. The reported etiology 
of hearing loss for the sample is recorded in Figure 3. 
Data regarding the hearing status of the subjects’ 
families is included in Figure 4. Deaf families in 
which both parents are deaf, represented 15% or 5 of 
the sample. No families with one hearing and one deaf 
parent were found in the sample. Hearing parents 
without deaf relatives make up 70% of the subjects' 
families. Deaf relatives other than parents were noted 
for 15% of the subjects. In all 5 cases, relatives 
noted were grandparents or aunts and uncles of the 
subjects . 
The subjects' ages at each administration of the 
SAT-HI were noted on the DATA COLLECTION FORM. The 
distribution of ages for the sample at the time of 
the 1986 administration of the Stanford Achievement 
Test-Hearing Impaired (SAT-HI) is shown on Table 3. 
Measure of Language 
To assess the level of the student's language, 
scaled scores on the Reading subtest of the Stanford 














































Percentage of Subjects by 
Etiology of Hearing Loss 
*0f subjects with illness reported as etiology, 7 had 
meningitis, 4 had rubella, 1 had ear infections and 1 
Cytomegalovirus (CMV). 
**The subject's etiology in this case was reported to 
be nerve damage. 
Heredity = 9 
Illness = 13 
Unknown = 10 
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Deaf Hearing Hearing/ 
Parents Parents Deaf* 
15% 70% 15% 
Figure 4 
Percentage of Subjects by 
Family Hearing Status 
*Hearing/Deaf refers to subjects with hearing parents 
who also have deaf relatives. In all 15% of the cases 
the deaf relatives were grandparents or aunts and 
uncles. 
Deaf = 5 
Hearing = 5 
Hearing/Deaf = 23 
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were collected for each subject. SAT-HI Reading 
subtest scores were found for each subject for each 
year of the study using school records. This measure 
is designed for use with hearing impaired children. 
File reviews, including the student's Central File and 
building files were used. The 7th Edition of the SAT- 
HI reports norms based on 8500 hearing impaired 
students nationwide. SAT-HI are administered yearly to 
all students attending the residential school under 
study. Data included in this study were from 
administrations of the SAT-HI in May of 1985, 1986, 
1987 and 1988. 
Measures of Aggression 
Behavioral data was obtained from student files. 
This data included detention hall notices, suspension 
letters. Incident Reports and data from written 
behavioral programs. Each incident regarding an 
aggressive act from the school program was counted, 
yielding a frequency count for each subject for each 
school year considered. 
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Table 3 
Percentage and Number of Subjects by Age 
at 1986 Administration of the SAT-HI* 
Age at 1986 Number 
SAT-HI of Subjects Percent 
5 3 9% 
6 13% 
7 6 18% 
8 3 9% 
9 4 12% 
10 3 9% 
11 6 18% 
12 _7 21% 
Total 33 
*SAT-HI means Stanford Achievement Test-Hearing 
Impaired. 
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Aggressive behavior was defined as incidents of 
hitting, kicking, pushing, pulling etc... aimed at a 
person in the child's environment. Intensity of the 
aggressive act was not considered as part of this 
study. This definition of aggression was standardized 
by the school's Lower School Disciplinary Policy which 
defines the incidents of interest to this study as 
"Physically aggressive to others" and "Throwing objects 
in a dangerous fashion". 
Each year the disciplinary policy is reviewed with 
all staff to insure consistency of reporting among 
staff. Disciplinary measures carried out in response 
to violations of the Lower School Disciplinary Policy 
are decided upon by a committee made up of the staff 
member involved in the incident, an administrator and a 
member of the counseling/psychological services 
department. The methods of recording noted above are 
documentation of the incident and its' follow-up. 
Information concerning violations of the school's Lower 
School Disciplinary Policy are routinely entered into 
each student's permanent school record (file) by the 
Lower School administrative staff. The policy is 
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reviewed yearly with Lower School staff to insure 
consistency from year to year. 
In addition, staff are trained yearly in the 
Crisis Prevention Institute (CPI) training model which 
focuses on identification and prevention of aggressive 
acting out (Wyka & Gabriel, 1983). The CPI model 
teaches staff to identify situations in which physical 
acting out (aggression) is likely to happen. 
Interventions, designed to safely deescalate 
potentially aggressive situations and ways to provide 
for the Care, Welfare, Safety and Security of all 
students and staff are taught. Documentation of 
situations in which aggression results is stressed. 
Procedure 
In order to obtain the necessary information, a 
file review was completed for each subject by the 
researcher. Files used in this review included the 
student's Central File, building files and behavioral 
program files. A subject's Central File is defined as 
his official school record and is found in the 
registrar's office. The designation of the registrar's 
file as the subject's official school record is made in 
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accordance with applicable laws and guidelines for 
Special Education students. Building files are 
maintained by the department in which the subject 
actually attends school. Behavioral program files are 
maintained within each department by the designated 
behavioral specialist. All data were recorded on the 
DATA COLLECTION FORM found in the Appendix. 
Demographic information including the child's 
race, etiology of the hearing loss, level of hearing 
loss and the family hearing status for each subject 
were obtained from the Admissions Form completed by the 
parent at the time of admission or from the Annual 
Survey of Hearing Impaired Children & Youth completed 
yearly by the Center for Assessment and Demographics at 
Gallaudet University. Information regarding the 
student's hearing loss contained on the survey form was 
generated from the results of yearly audiological 
testing by appropriately licensed audiologists. 
To obtain information regarding Additional 
Handicapping Conditions such as Mental Retardation, 
Learning Disabilities, Developmental Delays or 
Emotional/Behavioral Disorders results of appropriate 
psychological testing were considered. The testing was 
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completed by state certified School Psychologists or 
licensed Psychologists. This information is recorded 
for each student in the Annual Survey of Hearing 
Impaired Children & Youth. Findings as recorded in the 
Annual Survey provided data for this area of the 
present study. 
The school program in which each student 
participated was determined from the face sheet of the 
Individualized Educational Program (IEP) for each year 
of the study. The face sheet of the IEP is found in 
each student's file. 
Each year's data on a subject included scaled 
scores from the SAT-HI Reading subtest and a frequency 
count of the level of aggression for the same school 
year. The year of the observation and the age of the 
subject at the beginning of that school year was 
recorded. 
Behavioral data were obtained from student files 
and included detention hall notices, suspension 
letters. Incident Reports and data from written 
behavioral programs. Not all students had written 
behavioral programs, but students from all three 
programs may have had them. Determination of the need 
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for a written behavioral program is made on an 
individual basis by the Planning and Placement Team 
(PPT). Written behavior programs must be part of the 
student's Individualized Education Plan (IEP) which is 
written by the PPT. All students within the PACES 
program have written behavioral programs. 
To insure reliability of the data, 10 subjects’ 
files were chosen at random and reviewed by a second 
rater to provide a measure of interrater reliability. 
Data Analysis 
To test for interrater reliability the data 
collected by an independent rater was compared with the 
data collected by the researcher. Data from 10 
randomly chosen subjects was used. A Pearson r 
correlation coefficient at < the .05 level was sought. 
To test Hypothesis # 1 an autocorrelation 
coefficient was calculated to determine the magnitude 
and direction of the relationship between language 
level and levels of aggression across years of the 
study. The .05 level of confidence was used to test 
for significance of the results. This method of 
analysis was chosen to determine if the data obtained 
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across years are serially correlated or if the 
correlation found was due to sudden changes in the data 
which had lasting effects over time. 
Two models of autocorrelation for a Time Series 
are possible: the moving averages model and the 
autoregression model. The moving averages looks at the 
data to determine if sudden changes in SAT-HI scores or 
levels of aggression are responsible for the patterns 
in the data collected. The autoregression model 
specifically looks at the data collected for the two 
variables and determines whether or not they are 
serially correlated. If the data are serially 
correlated, this means that each score for aggression 
or on the SAT-HI is dependent upon the one preceding 
it. Both models include the assumption that the 
temporal order of the data collected is important and 
determines how the results are interpreted. 
The specific model appropriate to the data was 
determined upon inspection of the data. The first step 
in the process of inspection involved calculating and 
graphing the autocorrelation to determine if the Time 
Series was stationary for each of the two variables. 
Stationary data sets are determined upon inspection and 
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are characterized by few extreme scores. If either 
data set is found to be non-stationary, the 
autocorrelation will be differenced. This means that 
each observation is subtracted from the one preceding 
until the data set is stationary upon inspection. The 
choice of model effectively eliminates other variables 
such as maturation which may effect both variables 
under study. 
To test Hypothesis # 2 a special case of the 
Pearson r correlation coefficient, known as the point- 
biserial correlation coefficient, was calculated at the 
.05 level of confidence for the hearing and deaf 
families separately. Additional analyses were 
completed in an attempt to determine which of the 
demographic factors noted above were related to the 
language/aggression link. 
Several case studies representative of the sample 
are included in the results section of this study as a 
way to view the data in a more ideographic way. As 
this study is retrospective, no additional data was 
gathered regarding these cases. 
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Implications and Limitations 
If the Null Hypothesis # 1 can be rejected and the 
Alternate Hypothesis accepted, the results would imply 
that there is a correlation between increased language 
competence and decreased aggression over time in 
hearing impaired males in a residential school. This 
finding would suggest that the present emphasis in 
schools for the deaf on language instruction is 
appropriate. In addition, if Family Hearing Status is 
found to correlate with levels of aggression in hearing 
impaired males, increased emphasis on early language 
intervention would appear to be indicated. This is 
assuming that hearing impaired subjects of hearing 
families exhibit higher levels of aggression. 
Limitations of this study relate to the fact that 
the sample was drawn from a residential school for the 
deaf. This fact limits the study's applicability to 
students programmed in mainstream settings. In 
addition, although the selection of males only is 
warranted by the literature which documents higher 
levels of aggression in males than females, this choice 
does limit application of the results to female 
students. There may be characteristics of hearing 
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impaired females which make specific study of this 
population important. 
The composition of the Lower School staff by 
gender may be a limitation of the study. The majority 
of staff on the Lower School level are female. This 
limitation may be reflected in the rates of aggression 
reported. Whether this is a confounding factor cannot 
be determined in the present study. 
In addition, the sample size considered will pool 
students from three different school programs within a 
residential school. This may influence the results due 
to the effects additional handicapping conditions may 




The purpose of this study was to investigate the 
commonly held belief in the field of deaf education 
that levels of aggression will decrease as language 
competence increases. In the present study, a sample 
of male students, aged 4 to 14, from a residential 
school for the deaf were considered to look for 
verification of this belief. Specifically, the present 
study was an attempt to determine if a correlation 
between language competence and levels of aggression 
does exist in the bilaterally deaf, male sample chosen. 
Correlation of Interrater Reliability 
In order to insure the accuracy of the data 
collected, 10 subjects chosen at random had data sheets 
completed independently by a second rater. Correlations 
were calculated for all information on the data sheets, 
including demographic data. Results of all Pearson r 
Correlation Coefficients calculated show a correlation 
of 1.00 at the .05 level of confidence, indicating 100% 
agreement between the ratings of the researcher and 
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those of the second rater. This means that the results 
may be considered an accurate representation of the 
sample under study. It is of note that 6 of the 10 
subjects randomly selected for second rating by the 
independent rater, were subjects who exhibited some 
level of aggression during at least one year of the 
study. 
Time Series Analysis (TSA) 
Null Hypothesis # Is There is no correlation 
between increases in language competence and decreases 
in aggression over time in hearing impaired males in a 
residential school for the deaf. 
Alternate Hypothesis # 1: There is a correlation 
between increases in language competence and decreases 
in aggression over time in hearing impaired males in a 
residential school. 
Results of the TSA for aggression and SAT-HI 
scores are presented in Figures 5 and 6. As is shown 
the data over time does indicate a trend towards 
decreases in aggression and increases in language 
competence, as measured by the SAT-HI, over the course 
of the study. 
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For the data on aggression, the autocorrelation 
was differenced twice to create a stationary data set. 
Examination of the data indicates that the 
autoregression model best fits this TSA. This suggests 
that the data on aggression are serially correlated 
meaning that subjects' frequency counts across the 3 
years of the study are dependent upon each other. One 
non seasonal parameter was specified for the downward 
trend noted in the autocorrelation calculated. Two 
differences were noted in the calculation. Seasonal 
parameters computed were 0 for this TSA. A Modified 
Box-Pierce Chi-square computed for the TSA on 
aggression indicates that with 23 degrees of freedom 
(df) at the .05 level, the results for aggression are 
significant. The obtained Chi-square = 62.8 and the 
critical value at .05 is 35.172. The TSA for 
aggression shows a significant trend in the direction 
hypothesized by this study. 
Data from the SAT-HI are stationary when an 
autocorrelation is calculated, therefore these scores 
were not differenced. A drift is evidenced in this 
data, by the gradual shift of the TSA data in one 
direction and then the other. Given this, a moving 
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averages model would appear to best fit this data set. 
Non-seasonal parameters used equal 0. Seasonal 
parameters calculated include a moving average of 2 and 
adds the seasonal parameter of 8 since trends are 
approximately 8 units apart. The fit of this model as 
indicated by the Modified Box-Pierce Chi-square is 
adequate at the .05 level. With 22 df at the .05 
level, the obtained value of Chi-square is 70.0 and the 
critical value is 33.924. This indicates that the SAT- 
HI data shows a significant drift in the direction 
hypothesized by the study; that is towards higher SAT- 
HI scores across the 3 years of the study. 
Considered together, a comparison of the 
aggression and SAT-HI data from the TSA analysis, using 
a Pearson r Correlation Coefficient shows a correlation 
of -0.329 which is just under the critical value for 
significant at the .05 level. The critical value at 
the .05 level is 0.3493 for 30 df. Based on this 
analysis. Null Hypothesis #1 cannot be rejected. 
However, a significant trend in the expected direction 


















Levels of Aggression Data 
Time Series Analysis in 1986. 
This figure shows the cumulative frequency count for 
each of the 33 subjects for the school year beginning 
in 1986. Each of the subjects is represented by either 
a single digit (1-9, 0) or a letter of the alphabet 
from A - W. For the 1986-87 school year aggression 
frequency counts ranged from 0 to 112. 











Figure 5 (Continued) 
Levels of Aggression Data 
Time Series Analysis in 1987 
This figure shows the cumulative frequency count for 
each of the 33 subjects for the school year beginning 
in 1987. Each of the subjects is represented by either 
a single digit (1-9, 0) or a letter of the alphabet 
from A-W. For the 1987-88 school year aggression 
frequency counts ranged from 0 to 33. 










Figure 5 (Continued) 
Levels of Aggression Data 
Time Series Analysis in 1988 
This figure shows the cumulative frequency count for 
each of the 33 subjects for the school year beginning 
in 1988. Each of the subjects is represented by either 
a single digit (1-9, 0) or a letter of the alphabet 
from A-W. For the 1988-89 school year aggression 
frequency count ranged from 0 to 49. 
Continued next page. 
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r -1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ 
Lags 
1 -0.403 XXXXXXXXXXX 
2 -0.522 xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
3 -0.232 xxxxxxx 
4 -0.327 xxxxxxxxx 
5 -0.341 xxxxxxxxxx 
6 -0.342 xxxxxxxxxx 
7 -0.128 xxxx 
8 -0.237 xxxxxxx 
9 -0.091 XXX 
10 -0.095 XXX 
11 -0.245 xxxxxxx 
12 0.054 XX 
13 -0.188 xxxxxx 
14 -0.149 xxxxx 
15 -0.039 XX 
16 0.022 XX 
17 -0.139 xxxx 
18 -0.100 XXX 
19 -0.026 XX 
Figure 5 (Continued) 
Autocorrelation of Aggression Data 
Difference of 2 
Autoregression (AR) model of TSA with difference of 2 
and 1 non seasonal parameter for the downward trend 
noted above fits the aggression data set. The t-ratio 
for AR with 1 non seasonal parameter = -4.32. Modified 
Box-Pierce Chi-square with 23 df yielded a score of 






SAT-HI Scaled Scores Time Series 
Analysis in 1985 
This figure represents the scaled scores of each of the 
33 subjects on the Reading subtest of the SAT-HI 
administered at the end of the school year beginning in 
1985. Each subject is represented by a single digit 
(1-9, 0) or a letter of the alphabet from A-W. Scaled 
scores for the school year beginning in 1985 ranged 
from 400 to 604. 





Figure 6 (Continued) 
SAT-HI Scaled Scores Time Series 
Analysis in 1986 
This figure represents the scaled scores of each of the 
33 subjects on the Reading subtest of the SAT-HI 
administered at the end of the school year beginning in 
1986. Each subject is represented by a single digit 
(1-9, 0) or a letter of the alphabet from A-W. Scaled 
scores for the school year beginning in 1986 ranged 
from 400 to 632. 





Figure 6 (Continued) 
SAT-HI Scaled Scores Time Series 
Analysis in 1987 
This table represents the scaled scores of each of the 
33 subjects on the Reading subtest of the SAT-HI 
administered at the end of the school year beginning in 
1987. Each subject is represented by a single digit 
(1-9, 0) or a letter of the alphabet from A-W. Scaled 
scores for the school year beginning in 1987 ranged 
from 400 to 620. 


















Figure 6 (Continued) 
SAT-HI Scaled Scores Time Series 
Analysis in 1988 
This figure represents the scaled scores of each of the 
33 subjects on the Reading subtest of the SAT-HI 
administered at the end of the school year beginning in 
1988. Each subject is represented by a single digit 
(1-9, 0) or a letter of the alphabet from A-W. Scaled 
scores for the school year beginning in 1988 ranged 
from 400 to 647. 
Continued next page. 
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Figure 6 (Continued) 
Autocorrelation of SAT-HI Scaled Scores Data 
Moving Average (MA) model of TSA with no differencing 
of scores and seasonal parameters of 2 and 8 for the 
approximate number and distance between spikes in the 
data appears to fit the TSA data for SAT-HI Scaled 
Scores. The t-ratio for MA with a lag of 8 = 4.32. 
Modified Box-Pierce Chi-square with 22 df yielded a 
score of 70.0. The critical value at the .05 level is 
33.924. 
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In order to determine what portions of the data 
set may be responsible for this trend, correlations 
between each year of SAT-HI data and aggression were 
completed. These results are shown in Table 4. 
Significant correlations were found for SAT-HI scores 
in 1986 and aggression levels in 1986, SAT-HI scores in 
1988 and aggression levels in 1987, and SAT-HI scores 
in 1988 and aggression levels in 1988. Since SAT-HI 
scores were obtained from the end of each school year, 
this means that higher SAT-HI scores in 1986 preceded 
lower levels of aggression in the 1986-87 school year. 
It is likewise true that higher SAT-HI scores in 1988 
preceded lower levels of aggression in the 1988-89 
school year. Alternately, these results show that 
lower levels of aggression in the 1987-88 school year 
preceded higher SAT-HI scores in 1988. 
Scores for the 1985 administration of the SAT-HI 
were included as an initial measure of language 
competence. In 7 cases, not all SAT-HI scores were 
found in the file for the 1986 administration. Ten 
cases lack scores for 1985. Initially, these cases 
were going to be eliminated from the study. Upon 
further consideration, the decision was made to keep 
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Table 4 
Correlations Between SAT-HI And Aggression 
Data By Year for Thirty-Three Subjects 
Source Correlation 
SAT 85 & Ag 86 -0.315 
SAT 86 & Ag 86 -0.353 
SAT 87 & Ag 86 -0.298 
SAT 88 & Ag 86 -0.267 
SAT 85 & Ag 87 -0.251 
SAT 86 & Ag 87 -0.244 
SAT 87 & Ag 87 -0.323 
SAT 88 & Ag 87 -0.465 
SAT 85 & Ag 88 -0.205 
SAT 86 & Ag 88 -0.109 
SAT 87 & Ag 88 -0.174 
SAT 88 & Ag 88 -0.394 
*Significant : at the .05 leve 1 
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these students because the lack of file test scores did 
not indicate a lack of exposure to the SAT-HI. Rather, 
this indicated that the students did not pass the 
screen completed prior to test administration. A score 
of 400, just under the level of chance for the Primary 
1 Form of the SAT-HI, was assigned for these subjects. 
The Reading subtest of the SAT-HI measures competence 
in reading English compared to nationwide norms 
developed for hearing impaired children at each level 
of the test. 
The analysis of the data was to have used raw 
scores from the SAT-HI. As the data were collected, it 
became obvious that the use of raw scores would be 
inappropriate and would not accurately reflect the 
skills of the sample. This is due to the fact that one 
student may have taken two or three different forms of 
the SAT-HI over the course of the study. For example, 
a student may have taken Primary 1, Primary 2 and the 
Advanced level of the test. To correct for this 
situation, scaled scores which allow the different 
forms of the test to be considered on a more equal 
basis were utilized for data analysis. 
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Data collected for levels of aggression included 
incidents from the school program only. All subjects 
in the sample attended the school during all three 
years under study. Reliable information on levels of 
aggression outside the school program were not 
available. 
In considering possible explanations for the 
significant trend noted in the direction of 
verification of the language/aggression link, the 
sample was examined regarding levels of aggression for 
each subject individually. Of the sample, 16 subjects 
or 48%, exhibited a 0 level of aggression throughout 
the three years of the study. The remaining 17 
subjects or 52% of the sample showed some level of 
aggression during the three years of the study. This 
data was examined to determine if these subjects showed 
progressive decreases in aggression and increases in 
SAT-HI scores over the course of the three years. 
Eight of the 17 subjects, or 41% of the subjects 
exhibiting aggression, showed the hypothesized trend of 
decreasing aggression over the years of the study. Of 
these, 7 subjects of the subjects exhibiting aggressive 
behavior, also showed yearly increases in SAT-HI 
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scores. These 7 subjects represent 88% of the subjects 
found to have decreases in aggression across the three 
years of the study. 
Nine of the 17 subjects exhibiting aggression 
during the study did not show consistent decreases in 
aggression across the three years of the study. Four 
of these subjects or 44% did show drops in their SAT-HI 
scores during years in which their highest level of 
aggression was noted. In the case of one subject it 
was noted that as the level of aggression increased, 
SAT-HI scores decreased. Data for this subject (Case 
12) is presented in Figure 7. 
In order to determine if age may have effected the 
obtained results, partial correlations were calculated 
removing the effects of age on the aggression and SAT- 
HI data for each year of the study. These results are 
shown in Table 5. 
There were no significant correlations between the 
ages of the subjects and their levels of aggression for 
any of the three years of the study. This would 
suggest that age, as a measure of maturation, is not 
correlated with aggression for the sample under study. 
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Two statistically significant correlations were 
found when calculations were made using the subjects 
ages and SAT-HI scores. For both the 1986 and 1987 
administrations of the SAT-HI, the correlations appear 
to suggest that increases in SAT-HI scores are 
positively correlated with age. This means that as the 
subjects ages went up their SAT-HI scores were likely 
to increase. 
Partial correlations were tested for significance 
using the Fisher Z tranformation method. These results 
indicate that when the effects of age are removed from 
the aggression and SAT-HI data for each year of the 
study, there is a significant correlation at the .05 
level of the school years beginning in 1987 and 1988. 
The data for 1986 does not show a significant 
correlation. These results suggest that the age of the 
subjects in 1987 and 1988 is not a confounding variable 
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SAT-HI Scaled Scores 
Figure 7 
Case #12 
SAT-HI and Aggression Levels 
for 1986, 1987 and 1988 
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Table 5 
Correlations and Partial Correlations # 
Between Age, Aggression 
and SAT-HI Scores Across Years 
Source Correlation 
Age 86 & Ag 8 6 -0.239 
Age 87 & Ag 87 -0.067 
Age 88 & Ag 8 8 -0.027 
Age 86 & SAT 86 0.548 * 
Age 87 & SAT 87 0.530 * 
Age 88 & SAT 88 0.269 
# 86 SAT & Ag -0.12 
ft 87 SAT & Ag -0.33 * 
# 88 SAT & Ag 0.72 * 
*Significant at the .05 level 
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Correlation of Family Hearing Status and Aggression 
Null Hypothesis # 2: There is no correlation 
between higher levels of aggression as measured by a 
frequency count and the hearing status of the student's 
family. 
Alternate Hypothesis # 2: There is a correlation 
between higher levels of aggression as measured by a 
frequency count and the hearing status of the student’s 
family. 
Sixteen students in the study showed a zero level 
of aggression across all 3 years of the study. It is 
of note that 6 of these students were from deaf 
families with the documented etiology of hearing loss 
noted as hereditary. 
A point-biserial Correlation Coefficient was 
calculated for Family Hearing Status and levels of 
aggression. This analysis was not significant at the 
.05 level. The obtained r = 0.294 and the critical 
value with 30 df is 0.3494. Based on this data Null 
Hypothesis #2 cannot be rejected. This suggests that 
Family Hearing Status and levels of aggression were not 
related for this sample. 
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Case Presentations 
Case #s 26, 32 and 33 were chosen for presentation 
as they are representative of the trend found in the 
TSA data. Demographic information regarding Case #26 
indicates a white, male, with a 90 db loss in the left 
ear and an 85 db loss in the right ear. The etiology 
of his hearing loss is noted as hereditary with 
paternal grandparents specified as deaf relatives. 
Both his parents are hearing. During the three years 
of the study. Case #26 was programmed for within the 
MHHI program. An additional handicapping condition of 
Emotional/Behavioral Disorders is indicated. 
Figure 8 shows Case #26's levels of aggression and 
SAT-HI scores for the three years of the study. As 
Alternative Hypothesis #1 would suggest, there does 
seem to be a correlation between lower levels of 
aggression and higher SAT-HI scores. A Pearson r 
correlation coefficient of -0.901 was found for Case # 
26. This shows a strong relationship between 
aggression and language competence. 
Case #32 is that of a white, male who has an 80 db 
loss bilaterally. The cause of his deafness is noted 
as illness with meningitis specified. His family is 
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hearing with no deaf relatives. Throughout the study 
this subject was programmed for within the MHHI program 
with an additional handicapping condition of 
Development Delay noted. 
Data for the aggression levels and SAT-HI scores 
for Case #32 are depicted in Figure 9. As suggested by 
Alternative Hypothesis #1, Case #32 follows the trend 
of lower levels of aggression and higher SAT-HI scores 
during the three years under study. A Pearson r 
correlation coefficient of -0.882 was found for the 
SAT-HI and aggression level for this case. 
Demographic information regarding Case #33 reveals 
a white, male, with a 95 db hearing loss bilaterally. 
The etiology of his hearing loss is reported as 
hereditary with maternal grandparents specified as deaf 
relatives. His parents are both hearing. Throughout 
the course of the study. Case #33 was programmed for 
within the PACES program. His file shows an additional 
handicapping condition of Emotional/Behavioral 
Disorders. 
Figure 10 shows Case #33's levels of aggression 
and SAT-HI scores for the three years of the study. As 
Alternate Hypothesis #1 would suggest, there does 
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appear to be a relationship between lover levels of 
aggression and higher levels of language competence, as 
measured by the SAT-HI, for this subject. A Pearson r 
correlation coefficient of -0.806 was found for Case 
#33 SAT-HI and aggression data indicating, a strong 
(though not statistically significant) relationship 








SAT-HI Scaled Scores 
Figure 8 
Case #26 
SAT-HI and Aggression Levels 



















SAT-HI Scaled Scores 
Figure 9 
Case #32 
SAT-HI and Aggression Levels 
















SAT-HI Scaled Scores 
Figure 10 
Case #33 
SAT-HI and Aggression Levels 




Null Hypothesis # 1 states that there is no 
correlation between increases in language competence 
and decreases in aggression over time in hearing 
impaired males in a residential school. Although this 
hypothesis cannot be rejected based on the data 
collected, a significant trend in favor of the 
Alternate Hypothesis # 1 was found. Alternate 
Hypothesis # 1 states that there is a correlation 
between increases in language competence and decreases 
in aggression over time in hearing impaired males in a 
residential school. 
The trend identified suggests that the Alternate 
Hypothesis # 1 may be correct for some sub group of 
hearing impaired individuals. Analysis of the Time 
Series Analysis (TSA) data seems to lend preliminary 
support to the commonly held belief in deaf education 
that levels of aggression will decrease as language 
competence increases. Like the work of Stein (1983), 
which found a relationship between low scores on 
language or learning problems screening tests and 
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higher ratings of unilaterally deaf subjects as 
exhibiting more behavioral difficulties, the present 
results do suggest that there may be a link between 
language competence and levels of aggression in 
bilaterally deaf children. 
The Stein (1983) study further notes that children 
who scored high on a measure of behavior problems, 
including aggression, and low on language or learning 
problems screening tests were identified as having 
deficits in the Processing area. Another similarity 
can be seen between Stein’s (1983) work and the present 
study given the number of subjects identified with 
Learning Disabilities (30%) in the present sample. 
A study of language disordered children found that 
social-emotional factors may influence the success or 
failure of attempts at language remediation (Schery, 
1985). It is possible to view the non-significant 
trend in favor of the language aggression link noted in 
this study with Schery’s (1985) results in mind. This 
would suggest that emotional factors leading to 
aggression may have been alleviated in some individuals 
in the present sample. The extent to which this 
occurred may partially explain the trend observed. 
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The work of Cohen, Davine and Meloche-Kelly (1989) 
suggests that higher levels of externalizing (conduct) 
problems were found in a sample of children who were 
subsequently identified as having moderate to severe 
language disorders. In that hearing impairment is 
known to interfere with the process of language 
acquisition, the present study’s results would seem to 
be supported by the study completed by Cohen, Davine 
and Meloche-Kelly (1989). Given that the majority of 
the subjects, exhibiting aggression in the present 
study, were placed in programs designed to educate 
students with identified learning problems, it is 
possible that these subjects would be found to have 
moderate to severe language disorders in addition to 
their hearing impairment. These data were not 
available for purposes of the present study. 
Null Hypothesis # 2 states that there is no 
relationship between levels of aggression and the 
hearing status of the subject's family. Based on the 
data collected this hypothesis could not be rejected. 
The Alternate Hypothesis # 2, which states that there 
is a relationship between levels of aggression and the 
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hearing status of the subject's family, must be 
rejected based on the data. 
Despite the lack of a significant finding, 
previous research would seem to suggest that the 
alternative hypothesis may be true with a subset or 
different sample of hearing impaired individuals. 
Specifically, the work of Goldin-Meadow and Morford 
(1985), which found that deaf children are able to use 
gestures in linguistically more complex ways than 
hearing peers, would seem to suggest that there is some 
likelihood that more efficient communication will lead 
to more appropriate social behavior. Goldin-Meadow and 
Morford (1985) found that deaf children used gestures 
in more linguistically complex ways in the absence of 
exposure to sign language. However, what this means 
for the child if the gestures are not clearly 
understood is not known. It would seem likely that 
frustration and aggression may result. Greater 
frustration, due to the need to rely on environmental 
cues in social situations (Meadow, 1980), is reported 
to be linked to higher levels of behavioral 
difficulties in deaf children. 
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An important factor which may have influenced the 
results of this study is the cultural context of the 
Deaf community. As previously noted, the Deaf culture 
has its own norms and rules for expected behavior 
(Padden & Humphries, 1988). These norms and rules may 
have a direct impact on the likelihood that there is a 
link between aggression and language competence. It is 
possible that the behavior of deaf children, when 
considered from the perspective of the hearing world, 
may be seen as more aggressive. The fact that closer 
proximity and more physical contact is both necessary 
for communication and accepted within the Deaf 
community may have influenced the obtained results for 
the variable of aggression. 
Deaf children of deaf parents are believed to be 
more mature than deaf children of hearing parents at 
the same age. This may result from the finding that 
hearing mothers of deaf children are more directive and 
less positive with their children (Meadow, Greenberg, 
Erting & Carmichael, 1981). The finding that there is 
no relationship between family hearing status and 
levels of aggression seems to be contrary to this 
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suggestion, especially when seen within the cultural 
context. 
The culture of the deaf person defines a variety 
of social concepts differently than the hearing world. 
For example, physical contact is much more accepted and 
expected among deaf persons. The ability of deaf 
parents to convey nuances of these social rules and 
norms at an earlier age would seem to be an important 
factor in promoting social maturation. Since language 
is a part of how these concepts are communicated, it 
seems that increasing communication which can be 
understood by deaf children of hearing parents is an 
important idea. In theory, increasing the deaf child's 
comprehension of their social world, should decrease 
the incidence of physical aggression. 
In the present study, neither null hypothesis 
could be rejected based on the data collected. Several 
possible reasons for this lack of significant results 
may be hypothesized. First, the sample size of 
students exhibiting aggression may have been too small 
to show significance. Specifically, 17 of the 33 
subjects under study showed some level of aggression. 
This means that 48% of the sample showed no aggressive 
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behavior over the three years of the study. A larger 
number of subjects exhibiting aggression would be 
needed to show a statistically significant effect. 
Small sample sizes are frequently a problem in research 
on deaf children and as such the present study is not 
unusual. 
The possibility that the hypothesized link between 
aggression and language competence exists is supported 
by the trends noted for both TSA data sets. It is of 
note that the use of TSA models requires a minimum of 
30 observations at each point in the series. This data 
set exceeded this requirement by 3. In addition, 
inclusion of all subjects in the 4 to 14 age group 
means that for the school under study the entire 
population of males in this age group were included. 
As such, this data does show that 52% of the males 
included in the present study did exhibit aggression at 
some time during the three year course of the study. 
It would be interesting to compare this data to other 
centralized schools for the deaf and mainstream 
programs. This comparison would allow for a better 
estimate of the prevalence of aggressive behavior in 
deaf males. 
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Errors in measurement may be responsible for the 
lack of significant results. In measuring the variable 
of language competence, Reading scores from the SAT-HI 
were used. Due to multiple forms of the test, scaled 
scores were utilized rather than raw scores. Complete 
data were not available for 7 of the 33 subjects on the 
SAT-HI for the 1986 school year. Use of a score of 
400, just under the level of chance, may be partially 
responsible for the lack of significance found. It is 
possible that the use of this score may have 
underestimated language competence in some subjects and 
overestimated it in others. In any case, use of the 
score of 400 cannot be assumed to reflect language 
competence as accurately as scores actually earned by 
the subjects under study. The use of this score, 
however, was necessary to obtain an adequate N in the 
present study. 
The ability to express needs and wants would seem 
to be important in the use of language to mediate 
feelings leading to aggressive behavior. Aggressive 
behavior may be viewed as occurring on a continuum with 
physical aggression at one end and non physical 
aggression at the opposite end. Developmentally, it is 
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presumed that children progress from physical to 
increasingly more socially acceptable verbal 
expressions of aggression with age and maturity. 
Supporting this assumption are statistically 
significant correlations found between ages and SAT-HI 
in the present study. Correlations between age and 
aggression were not found. In addition, partial 
correlations removing the effects of age for two years 
of the study were significant. These findings suggest 
that for the sample under study, lower levels of 
aggression are correlated with language as a measure of 
maturity, not simply with age. 
For the deaf child, the progress from physical to 
verbal aggression may be altered significantly from the 
expected pattern due to the delay in exposure to 
language. This may be influenced by factors such as 
the age at which the child was identified as deaf, the 
method of communication chosen and the age at which 
formal education was initiated. These subject 
variables would be very difficult to determine. Age at 
which the child was identified as deaf is often 
unclear. Parents will often suspect the hearing loss 
long before formal identification takes place. The 
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method of communication is also difficult to define, 
especially in retrospect, from available records. Due 
to the variety of communication modalities to which the 
deaf child is exposed, clear delineation of a primary 
one is difficult at best. Although a student’s record 
may contain information about his school placement, 
this cannot be taken to accurately reflect the 
initiation of formal education. Often when young deaf 
children are identified, they receive formal 
programming prior to school admission. In addition, 
the appropriateness of the educational settings for 
some of the subjects in the present sample would seem 
questionable. Due to the lack of consistent reporting 
regarding these variables, they were not considered by 
the present study. 
A number of problems in the measurement of 
aggression may also have effected this study. It is 
possible that some incidents of aggression went 
unreported despite the training staff received. In 
addition, since this study looked only at school day 
data, it is possible that some subjects may have 
exhibited aggressive behavior outside the confines of 
the study in their after school environments. This was 
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known to be the case for a number of the students in 
the sample. Specifically, the files of Cases # 12, 13, 
25 and 32 indicated aggression in after school 
environments. Aggression was not a problem for two of 
these boys during the school day, but was reported in 
the dormitory or their home environments. Behavior of 
these subjects on weekends and vacations was also not 
considered. Reliable data for these time periods were 
not available. Dormitory data was not collected since 
all students under study were not dormitory students. 
Aggression was very specifically defined for the 
purposes of this study. It is of note that other forms 
of aggression, such as aggression towards objects or 
verbal aggression, were not considered. In fact, the 
files of a number of students under study indicated 
problems with these forms of aggression, but not with 
the aggression defined by this study. Specifically, 
the files of Cases # 2, 19, 21, 28 indicated verbally 
aggressive behavior. These other forms of aggression 
were purposely excluded from the present study to allow 
for isolation of the more severe problem of physical 
aggression. This information is noted here given that 
consideration of both aggression which occurred outside 
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the school setting and other forms of aggression may 
have led to significant results. 
As previously noted, the gender of the staff 
member recording an aggressive incident may have 
influenced the frequency counts of aggression in the 
present study. The majority of staff in the Lower 
School program are female. It is possible that female 
staff may more readily identify aggressive behavior in 
male students. 
The study may have looked at too broad a sample. 
Cases #26, #32 and #33 showed strong trends in the 
direction hypothesized by this study with correlations 
of -0.901, -0.882, -0.806, respectively. This would 
seem to suggest that the Alternative Hypothesis #1 may 
be true for a specific sub-population of deaf students. 
Culbertson & Gilbert (1986) found that a matched sample 
of unilaterally deaf children were rated as "being 
aggressive towards peers and not initiating 
interactions with peers". In addition, raters 
indicated that Culbertson & Gilbert’s (1986) sample was 
more likely to misbehave to gain attention and tended 
to appear more anxious and frustrated. Tendencies to 
be withdrawn, anxious, easily frustrated and more 
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aggressive may be characteristic of one sub-population 
of deaf children for whom increases in language 
competence will result in decreases in aggression. 
Study of 5 to 12 year old children also found that 
children with newly identified, moderate to severe 
language disorders were more likely to exhibit 
externalizing (conduct) behavioral problems (Cohen, 
Davine & Meloche-Kelly, 1989). Given that 75% of the 
students exhibiting the hypothesized link between lower 
levels of aggression and higher SAT-HI scores were 
programmed for within the MHHI program, it would seem 
that the present study is supported by the work of 
Cohen, Davine and Meloche-Kelly (1989). The MHHI 
program is specifically designed to provide programming 
for children with learning disabilities. Language 
disorders are a form of learning disability. 
Exploration of sub-populations of deaf students was not 
a goal of this study and would not have been 
appropriate given the N. 
Given the trend found in the present study's 
results, the emphasis on language instruction found in 
programs for deaf students seems appropriate. These 
results appear to point to the success of the school 
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program included in the study in decreasing aggressive 
behavior and increasing language competence. This 
would indicate that the comprehensive nature of the 
school's services, including a wide range of 
educational settings, audiological and speech/language 
services, and counseling and psychological services is 
appropriate and necessary for the population of 
bilaterally deaf children being served. 
The results further indicate the need for more 
indepth study of language disorders within the deaf 
population. It is possible that a portion of the 
sample under study may have had undetected language 
disorders similar to those found in the sample in the 
Cohen, Davine and Meloche-Kelly (1989) study. At 
present, reliable methods of identifying language 
disorders in deaf children are lacking. 
The lack of significance for the family hearing 
status and aggression correlation would appear to be 
due primarily to sample size. On a common sense level, 
it would still seem likely that this hypothesis is 
true, but with only 5 subjects having 2 deaf parents, 
the likelihood of statistical significance was slim. 
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Implications for Future Research 
This study would have been stronger if it had not 
used a retrospective design. With this design, it was 
not possible to measure language competence in a way 
which might more accurately reflect a subject's ability 
to express his needs and wants. More indepth language 
instruments which directly measure expressive and 
receptive language abilities should be considered for 
inclusion in future studies. These tests, such as the 
Grammatical Analysis of Elicited Language (GAEL) and 
Rhode Island Test of Language Structure (RI), could 
provide a measure of language competence, but would 
need to be included in a study specifically designed 
for their inclusion. Data from these tests could not 
be collected from available files for the present 
study. These tests have the advantage of giving the 
researcher a clearer measure of the subject's ability 
to use specific language structures. In doing so, such 
measures may more accurately reflect the subject's 
ability to communicate effectively, in non aggressive 
ways to get his needs met. 
Future study should consider use of a control 
group of non-aggressive subjects. In the present 
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study, it is of note that nearly one half of the sample 
exhibited a zero level of aggression throughout the 
three years of the study. The use of a control group 
seems indicated by this fact and would allow for 
comparisons of bilaterally deaf subjects with and 
without aggressive behavior problems. 
Control groups of hearing persons or persons with 
other handicapping conditions, such as mental 
retardation, might also be considered. This would 
allow differences between a deaf sample and other 
groups, in terms of the two variables of aggression and 
language, to be delineated. Research using control 
groups has the advantage of pointing out the unique 
nature of hearing impairment and it's effect on the 
ability to communicate effectively to get one's needs 
met. 
A number of demographic variables should be 
controlled for in future work in this area. It is 
possible that the non-significant trend found in this 
study may be related to the students' etiology of 
deafness. A sample of non-hereditarily deaf, non- 
emotionally disordered or learning disabled children 
would appear to be an appropriate group for study to 
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determine if the language aggression link is a valid 
concept for "normal” deaf development. The present 
study, which showed that 48% of the sample did not 
exhibit any aggression across the three years of the 
study, suggests the need for such research. In 
addition, future study of groups of subjects with 
varying illness related etiologies may be of interest. 
This work would help to determine what sub-populations 
of deaf children may be at risk for exhibiting 
aggression. 
Future study might consider the communication 
models to which the sample was exposed. In determining 
if aggression decreases as language competence 
increases, a sample of prelingually deaf students 
having deaf parents might be considered. The present 
study did not control for this variable and as a result 
the sample would appear to have been exposed to the 
full range of spoken and signed language systems. 
Language models could be controlled for by the 
specification of use of ASL or a Total Communication 
approach within the families of the sample chosen for 
study. This work would be beneficial in establishing 
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"normal" patterns in the development of the language 
aggression link. 
In addition to linguistic differences, the Deaf 
culture is known to have different norms and rules for 
defining socially appropriate behavior. How a hearing 
person interprets these norms may have a direct impact 
on the likelihood that there is a link between language 
development and the incidence of aggressive acts in a 
deaf population. To further study this, more direct, 
naturalistic observation of the Deaf community seems 
necessary. Use of an anthropological approach, 
combining interviews with observation would appear 
appropriate to study the Deaf culture. 
In reviewing student files, it was noted that 
several students who initially exhibited high levels of 
aggression showed drops following the institution of 
behavioral programs or the initiation of use of 
psychotropic medication. It would appear that these 
appropriate, necessary interventions may represent 
confounding variables, which mask the sought after 
effect of the language aggression link. Such variables 
would need to be controlled for in future work. At the 
same time, it is important to note that these necessary 
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services should remain part of comprehensive services 
offered to deaf students. 
Since the trend of the present work is in the 
direction expected, replication of this study or future 
studies using alternate measures of language and 
aggression should be completed with a larger N. This 
would compensate somewhat for potential sources of 
measurement error and would allow for significant 
results in support of the language aggression link, if 
it actually exists. Future study should consider 
replication of the longitudinal design used in the 
present study. This design has the advantage of 
observing the same subjects over time. 
A difficulty with the study of deaf individuals, 
as previously noted, is the lack of an adequately large 
N. Future study including a number of schools for the 
deaf across the United States, or within one region of 
the country, might be considered. In addition, use of 
mainstreamed students and females might be considered 
to increase the value of N. 
Inclusion of female students may require an 
expansion of the definition of aggression to include 
less physical demonstrations of this variable. Since 
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the literature indicates that subjects who exhibit more 
masculine traits are more likely to be physically 
aggressive (Thornton, 1982), use of measures, such as 
the Child Behavior Checklist, which look at both 
aggression and withdrawal may be more appropriate if 
female subjects are included. It is possible that deaf 
females may withdraw in response to the frustration of 
unclear communication, rather than exhibiting physical 
aggression. This would require future study 
operationalizing withdrawal behaviors. 
To correct for possible errors in measurement of 
the variable of aggression, a study utilizing 
participant observation or video taping of groups of 
deaf children should be considered. Video taping would 
allow for multiple raters to view each subject easily. 
In this way a working definition of aggression, not 
dependent upon archival records, could be generated. 
This type of design would allow specification of the 
gender of the raters, while simultaneously controlling 
for the effects of gender in the rating of aggressive 
behavior. This method of measuring aggression, in 
combination with the use of the GAEL (or another 
appropriate language test), may make a more powerful 
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case for the language aggression link if the results 
were significant. 
As previously noted, the effects of maturation 
were not directly considered in the present study. 
Although, TSA, by its use of serially correlated data 
does correct for this somewhat, future study might 
consider a more direct means of controlling for the 
effects of maturation. Specifically, a more limited 
age range for study might be considered. (A drawback 
of this, as already noted, is the lack of availability 
of a sufficient number of subjects at one time.) For 
example, a sample of preschool aged deaf children might 
be considered as their language levels can be 
anticipated to be low, leading theoretically to a 
higher frequency of aggressive behavior. Consideration 
should be given to inclusion of a matched sample of 
hearing children for use as a control group. Assuming 
the control group is adequately matched, differences 
found would demonstrate varying maturational patterns 
between hearing and deaf children if they exist. 
In summary, although the present results do not 
reach the criteria for statistical significance, the 
results do show promise. Future longitudinal studies 
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of a prospective nature with larger Ns are indicated. 
Direct observation of aggression and use of more direct 
measures of communication competence should be 
considered for future study of the language aggression 
link in deaf children. 
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APPENDIX 
DATA COLLECTION FORM 
CODE NUMBER _ 
RACE White Black Hispanic 
HEARING LOSS Rt. _ Left _ 






SCHOOL PROGRAM Regular MHHI PACES 
ETIOLOGY OF LOSS Hereditary Illness 
Unknown Other 
Specify illness if known _ 
FAMILY HEARING STATUS *Deaf Hearing 
Hearing/Deaf 
*Mother Father Both 
Specify other deaf relatives 
if known _ 
1985 SAT-HI Reading Test Raw Score _ 
OBSERVATION # 1 1986 Age _ Comments 
SAT-HI Reading Test Raw Score _ 
Aggression Level _ Sources of Data _ 
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APPENDIX (Continued) 
OBSERVATION # 2 1987 Age _ Comments 
SAT-HI Reading Test Raw Score _ 
Aggression Level _ Sources of Data _ 
OBSERVATION # 3 1988 Age _ Comments 
SAT-HI Reading Test Raw Score _ 
Aggression Level _ Sources of Data _ 
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APPENDIX (Continued) 
Explanation of Terms on the Data Collection Form 
MR- Mentally Retarded 
LD- Learning Disabled 
DD- Developmentally Delayed 
ED/BD- Emotionally Disturbed/Behaviorally Disordered 
The above categories are specified on the student’s information 
sheet both for Special Education Funding Sources and for the 
yearly Gallaudet University census. 
Regular- traditional academic program 
MHHI- Multiply Handicapped Hearing Impaired refers 
having physical, learning, cognitive or behavioral 
explained by their hearing impairment. 
to students 
handicaps not 
PACES- Positive Attitudes Concerning Education and Socialization 
is a separate tuition based program within the American School 
for the Deaf focusing on the needs 
who have significant emotional and 
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